HELPERS & INNOVATORS

NATALIA

From sheltering at
home with a newborn
while running a
business, to working
as a cashier at Target,
these individuals are
providing essential care,
services and innovative
thinking during a global
health crisis.

KIM

JAD

JAKE & PATRICK
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DANNY

HELPERS & INNOVATORS

ELYSSA

MELANIE

The Clarke Community

SHOWS UP
So many members of the Clarke community have
been making an incredible impact during the
COVID-19 pandemic. We are eager to share some
of their stories and celebrate their indispensable
work, both inside and outside the home.
CLARKE SPEAKS 2020-21 | clarkeschools.org/donate
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Melanie Darcy
Clarke Alumnus Parent
PEDIATRIC NURSE AT
BOSTON CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
Melanie and her husband Paul, a general contractor,
are parents to Jack, 11, alumnus of Clarke Boston,
and Alyssa, 8. Alyssa, who has typical hearing, also
took part in inclusive Birth to Age Three programming at Clarke while Jack was receiving services there.
Alyssa benefitted from the intensive pre-literacy curriculum and her “peers learned from her, as well,” says
Melanie. “Clarke has been really great to our family.”
For the past 18 years, Melanie has worked as a nurse
in the Cardiac Intensive Care Unit at Boston Children’s Hospital, ranked the number one pediatric hospital in the country. “I work in a very high intensity
environment,” says Melanie. “We work well as a team
under pressure. That camaraderie hasn’t changed.
And since the pandemic has started, that feeling of
impending doom hasn’t changed either. Now we wear
masks, goggles and eye shields for full 12-hour shifts.
If we’re taking care of COVID-positive patients, we
wear N95 respirators, gowns, gloves—all the time.”

Melanie feels fortunate to have flexibility with her
schedule as a nurse. “I switched to permanent weekends so I’m home with the kids during the week,” she
says. “I’m able to be hands-on with Jack’s therapies,
their sports, their homework. Then on weekends,
Jack and Alyssa are home with Paul, so I’m able to
focus on being a great nurse.”
When the pandemic began and schools closed, Melanie quickly established a schedule. “It’s been crucial to
maintain a good organized schedule for the kids, to
get schoolwork done, but also creating time for play,
exercise and just being normal kids!” she says. “And
Jack has done great with remote learning. Before the
pandemic, we were worried about his attention and
getting distracted, but now without the influence of
peers, he’s been able to pay more attention.”
Jack has been meeting with his Clarke Teacher of the
Deaf, Danielle Stathers, once a week for remote services during the pandemic. “That hour with Danielle,
that was the one time I didn’t have to sit there and
listen to everything that was happening,” Melanie
says. “Jack was having a hard time with alliterations,
idioms, similes, metaphors. Danielle would find different passages, share her screen, help him pick out
those parts of speech and then they’d talk about it. It
was super helpful.”
When asked what she’s looking forward to as we
emerge from the pandemic, Melanie reflects on what
she’s learned as a healthcare professional. “It’s been so
gratifying to be involved with something new in the
healthcare field,” she notes. “I’ve taken care of some
kids who are COVID-positive, and when they come
in, they are really ill. It’s been amazing to administer
antiviral meds, immunoglobulin IV infusions and
actually see these kids get better.”

Melanie, parent of a
Clarke alumnus, has
worked in a pediatric
cardiac intensive care
unit for 18 years.
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In addition to the rewarding aspects of her career
as a pediatric nurse, Melanie is of course thinking
of what’s ahead for her own family, too. “Jack was
very involved with Clarke Buddies before the pandemic,” she says. “We’re looking forward to that
starting up again!”

HELPERS & INNOVATORS

Kim Lavender
Clarke Preschooler Parent
HOME HEALTH AND HOSPICE CARE AIDE
“You never know how important your job is until a situation like this happens,” says Kim Lavender, when asked
about her work during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Kim has extensive professional experience as a caretaker, working for CareSense Home Health Care in
Pennsylvania for six years, and prior to that working
as a behavior modification specialist for 15 years. She
has personal experience as well, as devoted mom to
Clarke preschooler Autumn.

“It’s been very scary. I have to
be very careful how I handle
my work clothes when I
come home.”
“Kim is a single mom who doesn’t miss a beat,” says
Judy Sexton, director of Clarke Philadelphia. “She has
the energy of the Eveready bunny—her neighbors call
her Supermom. And she makes sure that Autumn is
on her virtual classroom or speech therapy every day!”
For Kim—in addition to her routinely busy days—
adjusting to the pandemic meant she needed to
implement myriad steps and safeguards before both
entering her workplace and her home.
“It’s been very scary,” says Kim. “I have to be very
careful how I handle my work clothes when I come
home. I freshen up before I hug and kiss my daughter,
disinfect everything in my house, wash clothes more
often than I normally do. And then I also have to be
especially careful when I come to work, too, because my current client is in the last stage of COPD
[chronic obstructive pulmonary disease]. So, it’s been
very important that I take his health and safety seriously, too.”

In the midst of this, Clarke, like most schools, shifted
its in-person programming and services to online
platforms. That shift to remote learning created obstacles nationwide for so many families who rely on
safe and reliable in-person academic programs while
they’re at work.
“With all this happening, then we started online
school for my daughter,” says Kim. “And sometimes
it’s very difficult because I’ve had to leave her with a
family member while I go to work. At times, it makes
me feel bad, leaving her, and not being right there beside her, but I’m also thankful for the Clarke family.”
Kim shares that while it’s been challenging, Autumn
has had fun seeing her friends and teachers online.
“The children have breaks between classes and lessons,
so Autumn has been able to ‘hang out’ with some of
her friends. So that was
very entertaining for her,
and very, very helpful.”

Parent of a Clarke
preschooler and a
healthcare aide, Kim
must take special
precautions both
arriving to work and
coming home to her
daughter Autumn.

Looking ahead, Kim
shares how much they
will miss Clarke when
Autumn transitions to
a mainstream school.
“Everybody has always
been willing to help and
go the extra mile for me
and my daughter—even
before COVID-19,” she
says. “I just appreciate
every last one of you [on
the Clarke team]. Clarke
has been a big part of her
foundation in life. And
most of all, I love being
able to enjoy longer
conversations with my
daughter.”
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Natalia Frimpong
Clarke Toddler Parent
REGISTERED NURSE AT AN
EXTENDED CARE FACILITY
Working in both admissions and as a floor nurse,
Natalia takes a special pride in treating her patients
like family. “I love my job,” she says. “I want to take
care of my grandmas and grandpas and aunties and
uncles. But there’s constant worry. I’m afraid. Am I
protected enough?”
Natalia’s devotion to her patients is complicated by
her commitment to keeping her family healthy—including their new baby girl, Christianna, born at the
beginning of the pandemic. And when Christianna
joined the family in March of 2020, mom Natalia,
dad Joseph and two-year-old big brother Emmanuel
(who receives services through Clarke’s Birth to Age
Three Program) all had severe cases of the flu.
Natalia, parent of a
toddler receiving Clarke
tVISITs, welcomed a
new baby to the family
at the beginning of the
pandemic.

“People started getting sick at our facility in February,”
Natalia remembers. “We thought it was the common
cold. In my case, it turned out to be the flu, and it
hit me so bad. I couldn’t breathe, I had pressure in
my chest, chills. Christianna came a few days early,

and then we were quarantined in the hospital as
flu patients. We were still at the hospital when the
real panic about COVID began, so they released us.
About a week later, I had a postpartum hemorrhage
and we had to go back for four days while I had
emergency surgery. It was terrible. Joe was with me,
and I successfully pleaded to have Christianna too,
but Emmanuel couldn’t be with us. My mom helped,
and people from church rotated caring for him.”
After such a distressing start to the year, a return
to normalcy has been out of reach as the family
navigates quarantine and social isolation during
a pandemic. But Natalia says that she has found
comfort bonding and connecting with her young
children. “Emmanuel gives me hugs and kisses me
on the cheek, and Christianna’s smile is infectious.
Even on your worst day, you just have to smile. And
the continuous support from Joe—caring for the
children whilst I’m at work, ensuring I hose down
after coming from work—has kept me sane. It’s
good to have another person on guard because at
times I do let my guard down.”
While at home, they’ve been learning new recipes and
completing several do-it-yourself projects. “That’s
been fun with Emmanuel—he loves making artwork
and doing crafty stuff. And that family time together
has been nice.”
Emmanuel, who wears hearing aids, has been receiving Clarke services virtually during the COVID-19
pandemic. They have met with their Infant-Toddler
Group through video sessions and continue to receive
weekly coaching and support through tVISITs,
Clarke’s teleservices program. “Clarke has been
very, very helpful,” Natalia says. “Emmanuel definitely has a wide range of words now, and he loves talking
on the phone! He will call anyone and start talking.
And his favorite thing to say is ‘all done!’”
One of the aspects of pre-pandemic life that Natalia
misses most is social interaction, specifically within
her network at Clarke. “I’m looking forward to taking
the kids to different places and mingling with other
people,” she says. “Especially at Clarke gatherings! We
look forward to those.”
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Danny Collins
Clarke Alumnus Parent
TEACHER; CO-OWNER/DIRECTOR
OF A SUMMER DAY CAMP
When high school sports marketing and management teacher Danny Collins’s school closed in midMarch of 2020, he didn’t realize how long it would
last. “As we were removed from the building and
went virtual, at first I didn’t pay much attention,”
says the parent of three teens, Alysia, Alexa and Max,
a Clarke Philadelphia alumnus. “Then it became
obvious that this was going to be long-term.”
He realized he also had to start adjusting plans for the
summer camp he runs, Flourtown Day Camp and
Swim Club, right away. “In late March, we began
to consider: Would it be feasible?” Danny recalls.
“Would it be allowed, with regulations? Could we pull
it off? We began an extensive major planning process,
well beyond what we do in a normal year.”
Not knowing if they’d be allowed to open, they
took the risk of beginning camp preparations. “We
moved forward, spending the money to prep our
facilities, make repairs, invest in all the pool preparations,” Danny says. “It was a roll of the dice.” So
when Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf announced
that camps could in fact open, with restrictions and
guidelines, “we were ahead of the game. We were
ecstatic!” Danny remembers.

“It has been a blessing to have
Clarke in the area for Max. The
seeds that they planted allowed
Max to be where he is now...
So we’ll always be in contact
with Clarke—we come back
for alumni nights, we held a
fundraiser at the swim club to
raise money for Clarke. We want
to continue to support Clarke in
the way that Clarke supported us.”
who work there. And it was one of the most tiring
things I’ve ever done!”
At the end of the summer, Danny was proud to share
that with over 300 campers, they’ve remained healthy
and received outstanding testimonials from families.
“As we started going into this, with virtual learning and
so many changes for children in general, we wanted
to provide some sort of normalcy. With our planning,
our prep and our incredible staff, we were able to make
that work.”

Danny with his family.
From left, daughter
Alysia, wife Debbie,
daughter Alexa, Danny
and son Max, Clarke
alumnus.

Then families started backing out. “We lost around
100 families, canceling their registrations,” he says.
But because so many camps in the area were not
opening, they discovered a new customer base. “We
became one of the few choices available in the area
and ended up registering 100 new families. About
one-third of our audience turned over—it was crazy.”
Applying guidance from the state, the CDC and
the American Camp Association, Danny and his
90-member staff prepared assiduously for opening
day. “It was constant work from 6:00 am to 10:00
pm,” he says. “I can’t say enough about the people
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In addition to safely operating a successful day camp
during a pandemic, Danny and his wife Debbie
keep busy with teenagers, Alexa, Alysia and Clarke
alum Max. “It has been a blessing to have Clarke in
the area for Max,” Danny says. “The seeds that they
planted allowed Max to be where he is now, to have
the confidence to be able to speak in front of a group
of people—that certainly comes from the wonderful
people at Clarke. So we’ll always be in contact with
Clarke—we come back for alumni nights, we held a
fundraiser at the swim club to raise money for Clarke.
We want to continue to support Clarke in the way
that Clarke supported us.”

Judy invited him to be the commencement speaker at
Clarke’s virtual preschool graduation.
In Max’s speech, he spoke directly to the students,
saying, “You will have unique skills to help you persevere [with] your own future goals, create long lasting
friendships and excel through your years of school
that are to come. You will be brave souls, knowing
that your hearing loss will not cause you to lose sight
of your dreams or make a difference in the amazing
person that you are going to grow up to be… remember, the sky’s the limit for you.”

Danny echoes this confidence in children’s perseverMax, now a senior in high school, shares this drive
ance as he looks ahead to post-pandemic life, saying,
to give back. In the spring of 2020, Max contacted
“Kids are the most resilient of all of us, and they can
Judy Sexton, director of Clarke Philadelphia, to let
rebound very well. You see how kids interact and play
her know he wanted to do service work for the school. at camp, and you can see that everything is going to
be okay.”

Jad Rhazi
Clarke Alumnus
TARGET CASHIER; COLLEGE STUDENT
Jad is a junior at the University
of South Florida, studying
biomedical sciences. An alumnus
of Clarke Florida, Jad also
works at Target as a cashier and
donated his first paycheck to
Clarke. “I donated my paycheck
because I really wanted to help
the people who had done so
much for me,” says Jad.
As an essential worker at Target
during the pandemic, Jad has
become accustomed to taking
various precautions to stay
safe, protecting himself and
those around him. “The COVID
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experience has been the most strange time
of my life,” he says. “I am starting to get sick
of being quarantined, but I know it is for my
own good.”
Jad is preparing to apply to medical school
and took classes over the summer of 2020, in
addition to his work at Target. “I want to be a
doctor, but I am not 100% sure on what type
of doctor I want to be,” he says. But above all,
he wants to help others.
“Clarke has helped make me into the person
I am today,” says Jad. “The wonderful teachers at Clarke helped me learn how to talk.
Not only did they help me talk, but Clarke has
instilled many morals that I hold dear.”

HELPERS & INNOVATORS

Elyssa Cherney
Clarke Preschooler Parent
RABBI AND CEO OF
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
Rabbi Elyssa Cherney was busy running her nonprofit organization, TacklingTorah, when the pandemic
took hold in March 2020. “We help Jews and those
who love them, in any capacity they need—through
lifecycle events, serving as a spiritual guide, really at
any phase in their religious journey. So I was out in
the community, traveling to people, having meetings
in coffee shops, showing up at hospitals, showing up
at funerals and collaborating with local community
organizations as well. I also ran events and hosted
gatherings for millennials, singles, couples and young
families,” explains Elyssa, who is also mom to Clarke
preschooler Ava and infant Zeke.

“Clarke guided many parents
through their unique situations—
whatever it was, hearing-related
or otherwise. Saying, here
are all the facts, here’s how a
preschooler’s mind works, here’s
what Ava needs to feel safe.”
Elyssa and her husband, Alan, an ER physician,
both maintained busy schedules, working weekends
and evenings with the support of an au pair. This
quickly changed.

families were navigating these situations, and a lot of
ER physicians lost their care networks. People didn’t
want to be in contact with them.” And then their au
pair, who helped care for four-year-old Ava and then
two-month-old Zeke, also left.
Elyssa pivoted to being at home, solo parenting a
newborn and a toddler. “The support systems that
were in place were no longer there,” she says. “Many
parents, especially women, have had to step up and
juggle the whole house, kids and jobs—all simultaneously. Which has certainly been true here as well. I’ve
had to go through everything, including furloughing
myself initially; trying to maintain a nonprofit while
raising two little kids; and running our household in
the same space.”
With a strong connection to Clarke, Elyssa found
support guiding Ava through these rapid changes.
“Clarke just jumped right in,” she recalls. “Clarke
guided many parents through their unique situations—whatever it was, hearing-related or otherwise.
Saying, ‘Here are all the facts, here’s how a preschooler’s mind works,
here’s what Ava needs to
feel safe.’”

Rabbi Elyssa Cherney
with infant son Zeke,
Clarke preschooler Ava
and husband Alan.

Ava, who wears a BAHA
hearing device, started
receiving services at
Clarke at six months old
and is part of the Inclusion Preschool Program
at Clarke Philadelphia.

“We are extremely
grateful to the Clarke
“We all went to New York in mid-March,” says Elyssa.
community,” says Elyssa.
“Alan attended an emergency physicians’ conference
“They’ve just gone above
and we introduced our new baby to our family. No
one really knew what was happening, even as NYC was and beyond, helping us
navigate what had to
becoming the COVID-19 epicenter with each passing
happen.”
day. The day we came back, schools were closing.”
Keeping their young children safe was critical to Elyssa and Alan, while also making sure Alan could still
serve the community. “He was trained to do this kind
of work—for a world in crisis,” says Elyssa. “So many

During this process,
Alan received a promotion. “He’s learning new
medicine in real time
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through experience. His goal is to have people recover,
and to not know how to help them was frustrating.
There were some very challenging moments at the
beginning, but now they have a much better handle
on how the disease functions.”
In addition to his progress professionally, Alan has
volunteered his time and expertise to support Clarke’s
COVID-19 reopening efforts. “Alan wants to make
sure that the Clarke community has the latest info,”
Elyssa says. “He wants to be sure that Clarke families
can feel safe.” Another bright spot for their family is
Ava’s increasing independence. “That’s one really good

thing,” adds Elyssa. “We’ve always encouraged her to
be independent, but basically at one point, I decided if
any of us are ever going to sleep again, something had
to change. So now Ava can get up, get dressed, get a
snack and watches the iPad until everyone else gets up.
And Clarke has encouraged this in her. She’s learned to
believe in herself and advocate for herself.”
“The whole thing has been challenging,” she says,
reflecting on their experience. “But I feel confident
in Clarke, and I am excited to have that support
system again.”

Corporate Citizenship Spotlight: CVC Capital Partners
Clarke Volunteer
MATCHING GIFTS AND THE POWER OF PHILANTHROPY

Clarke New York
preschoolers playing in
their classroom, prior to
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Established in 1981, CVC Capital Partners is a
private equity and investment firm with a network of 23 offices around the globe. CVC and
the Community is CVC’s network-wide philanthropy program that aims to improve the lives
and prospects of children and young people in
local communities and those touched by CVC’s
portfolio companies. The program focuses on
four areas where CVC’s donations, skills
and knowledge can make the most impact: education, employability, enterprise
and venture philanthropy. In addition, the
firm offers a donation-matching program
for their staff, which was enhanced to
contribute to COVID-19-related projects supported by its employees. In the
summer of 2020, a CVC staff member
selected Clarke New York as a beneficiary of this match.
The CVC employee’s involvement with
Clarke Schools for Hearing and Speech
began when their now college-age
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son volunteered at Clarke New York during
middle and high school. When the family
learned that CVC was offering a 2:1 match for
donations aimed at COVID-19 relief initiatives,
they made a generous donation which CVC
doubly matched.
“I am very proud of my firm for supporting me
and all our employees with a very generous
matching program during the pandemic,” the
donor shared, choosing to remain anonymous.
“For us it is about supporting Clarke and not
about receiving recognition more broadly.”
This donation directly supports children at
Clarke and their families, providing critical
support and materials related to COVID-19
when so many families are seeking safe, uninterrupted learning for their children. Thanks
to charitable contributions like these, children
who are deaf or hard of hearing will continue
to have access to the life-changing services
Clarke provides.

HELPERS & INNOVATORS

Jake and Patrick deHahn
Clarke Alumni
BROTHERS, FOUNDERS OF
ACCESSIBLEMASKS.ORG

accessible design. They discovered that the domain
name www.accessiblemasks.org was available.
“We thought it was best to build a one-stop resource for
people to learn about why they need to wear accessible
masks, and then easily purchase masks according to
their needs,” Patrick says.

Even though brothers Patrick, 29, and Jake, 24, live
on opposite sides of the country, they remain in close
contact. When the pandemic set in, they talked about
“I hope that accessiblemasks.org becomes widely known
their similar experiences being deaf and wearing masks,
and a reliable resource for the deaf and hard of hearand they quickly developed an idea.
ing,” adds Jake, “but more importantly for the hearing
“The moment masks became mandatory,” says Jake, “I
population. Even after this global pandemic subsides,
became anxious of going out and preferred making my
masks will become more socially acceptable when
own rather than purchasing a fully covered mask.” As a
people are feeling sick and if accessiblemasks.org can
recent graduate of Syracuse University’s School of Dehave a lasting impact on encouraging transparent face
sign, and now living in San Francisco, California, Jake
coverings… I’ve done my part.”
is passionate about accessible design and user experience.
Reflecting on their shared drive to raise awareness
“Within UX/UI [user experience/user interface] and
about accessibility issues and serve as advocates in their
branding, accessibility and universal design are either
communities, Jake and Patrick think back to their time
overlooked or ‘too daunting’ to accomplish,” says Jake.
at Clarke. Both attended Clarke Northampton, receiv“I aim to squash those preconceived notions and prove
ing Clarke’s Mainstream Services after they transitioned
how accessibility can easily be the norm.”
to mainstream classrooms, and through high school.
At the time, Patrick, a freelance journalist, was also
absorbed in this issue, writing about deaf accessibility during the pandemic for Quartz, an online news
publication. Through his research, he found that
awareness about accessibility during the pandemic was
sorely lacking, but it became truly unavoidable in his
daily life in Brooklyn, New York. On Twitter, Patrick
shared his experiences voting and getting tested for
COVID-19 as a person who is deaf. In both situations,
he was in noisy settings, interacting with individuals
whose mouths were fully covered, without clear guidance on what to expect.
“Imagine first the anxiety of simply getting a
COVID-19 test,” he posted, “and then having to
battle understanding masked individuals in a noisy
space as a deaf person on top of that. Everyone in
there was patient and understanding, but it was a lot.”
While chatting about their experiences, Jake and
Patrick agreed that it would be ideal to have a
platform that could serve as a resource for accessible
masks and also raise awareness about the need for

“Not only did I develop my speech and language skills
[there],” says Patrick, “Clarke prepared me with the
tools to stand up for myself in mainstream education or any situation. I remember the middle school
mainstream classes we
had, where we learned
about what kind of
services there were
for us. I left Clarke
confident, knowing
how to be an advocate.
I also left with many
friends I still keep in
touch with today.”

From left, Jake and
Patrick deHahn, brothers
and Clarke alumni.

“Through Clarke’s
mainstream program,
my family’s endless
support, and my
personal determination, I have set out to
normalize accessibility,”
adds Jake.
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In Celebration
When a global pandemic descended in March 2020,
Clarke professionals’ lives changed immediately. In
addition to navigating the personal impacts of this
historic event, Clarke’s team, including teachers of the
deaf, speech-language pathologists, building services
crews, paraprofessionals, finance professionals,
audiologists, teachers’ aides and administrative
staff, swiftly pivoted to ensure the organization
could continue to provide the life-changing services
that children and families require. Faced with
challenges of being remote, hybrid or on-site—and
in some cases a mixture of all three models—while
adhering to strict health and safety guidelines for
themselves, children and clients, this team has
made an unforgettable collective impact to sustain
education and support across all five Clarke sites
and beyond.
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Melanie Abramowitz

Cheryl Bonavita

Ana Aguilar

Cheryl Borden

Amanda Aliotta

Susan Boyle

Carmen Alvarado

Jacquelyn Briggs

Elizabeth Alves

Carrie Brollier

Sarah Aronson

Katherine Buda

Jacqueline Atrio

Angela Caponigri

Paula Axtell

Jory Carlisle

Chester Bara

Mary Carlson

Carla Batista

Olivia Coker

Elizabeth Bean

Elise Colman

Lauren Beatty

Lauren Connaughton

Meagan Benoit

Lauryn Corcoran

Meredith Berger

Alyssa Culver

Caroline Bertrand

Ashley Dainton

Michele Bohannon

Christina Danese

CLARKE PRIDE

of the Clarke Team
Marianne DaSilva

Jeffrey Grabowski

Deborah Lohmeyer

Susan Pearce

Laurel Smith

Martha deHahn

Jane Gryn

Karen Lonsway

Jaclyn Perilman

Emily Snow

Amanda Dembowski

Denise Guamanzara

Sarah Louvat

Lindsay Petersen

Jennifer Sophis

Alisa Demico

Mona Hamadeh

Kimberly Lynch

Alice Pinto

Emilie Spriggs

Kathleen Denner

Marian Hartblay

Ashley Mahlstedt

Lauren Poinsett

Danielle Stathers

Aisha Doggette

Barbara Hecht

Anne Malarick

Elaine Orihuela Proscia

Heather Stinson

Nuala Doherty

Marian Rogers

Alberta Mancini

Mary Pyzik

Kelly Stone

Samantha Domingos

Henderson

Michael Marchetti

Emily Rae

Lynn Stoner

Katelyn Donoghue

Julie Heywood

Sarah Martin

Angellit Ramirez

Taylor Super

Mary Van Doren

Marjorie Hill

Sydney Matook

Lynne Raymer

Daniel Taillon

Stephanie Dymek

Toni Hochstadt

Juliana Mazzone

Coby Rhoades

Jane Tetreault

Devin Ellsweig

Rachel Harris Hughes

Courtney McGee

Jessica Rivera

Paula Thibodeau

Dianne Fanelli

Sarah Husted

Rabiah Medley

Laura Rivera

Kendall Toothe

Jenna Federico

Rebecca Huzzy

Barbara Meehan

Kimberly Rodriguez

Claire Troiano

Claire Ferraro

Katie Jennings

Tiffany Michel

Nell Rosenberg

Genevieve Vazquez

Rachelle Ferrelli

Melanie Jensen

Marisa Mikucki

Caroline Ruocco

Sarah Verteramo

Sherri J. Fickenscher

Lori Johnson

Julie Miller

Jacqueline Sallade

Cara Della Villa

Linda Findlay

Termarryer Johnson

Caroline Moore

Mia Salvini

Madison Walat

Shira Fishbon

Colleen Judge

Natalee Moores

Danial Salvucci

Ingeborg Waldsmith

Laura Flaim

Jenna Karcher

Jeanne Moriarty

Christina Santare

Kathryn Wallace

Suzanne Foley

Karen Katsanos

Tina Morris

Ivanka Santiago

Katherine Wassung

Cynthia Forsythe

Lauren Keller

Seunga Morrow

Isabelle Sayno

Angela Watters

Mary Franke

Christine Kelley

Julia Morse

Anne Schertzer

Lila West

Jacqueline Garcia

Ann Kot

Kathleen Murphy

Molly Schoenfeld

Shannon Wheeler

Patsy Garcia

Brittany LaBrie

Michelle Nagly

Nicole Schonauer

Renee Williams

Janice Gatty

Robyn Lachow

Ketty Sena

Britani Schwaiger

Laura Willis

Carol Giaco

Amanda Ladow

Doug Scott

Eric Wojtowicz

Clare Gill

Cassandra Lanni

Julie Neumann

Judith Sexton

Danielle Wollner

Penny Gill

Kelly Lastowski

Regina Novak

Cheryle Shaffer

Catherine Worrall

Laura Gillingham

Alexandra Lavrentieva

Caroline Oberweger

Geeta Shandilya

Leia Giovanella

Trisha LeRose

Angela Pardee

Carole Shapiro

Cindy Goldberg

Megan Libby

Barbara Pavlovich

Bruce Skyer

Carrasco-Nazario
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